
24/7 protection

Night-time theft deterrent

Protects above and below-ground tanks

Audio-visual warnings

High-power 115 dB siren output

Breaking 
the silence

SIREN AND STROBE INSTALLATION SERVICE



Could you benefit 
from extra security?
Fairbanks offers a Siren and Strobe Installation Service, which 
helps to protect your fuel stock in both above and below-
ground tanks, by acting as a deterrent to thieves.

Siren and strobe devices offer additional security to forecourts, 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week. These units can be easily installed on site, either internally or externally, and 
sound when triggered by our smart data module, if a sudden fuel loss is detected.

To schedule the installation of your siren and strobe device by a member of our  
On-Site Services team, call Fairbanks on 01695 52175 today.

Siren and strobe devices are triggered when sudden losses or probe errors are 
detected by our smart data module. These internal or external wall-mounted units 
are designed to deter fuel thieves by sounding an audible alarm (external 115 dB, 
internal 90 dB) and activating a blue strobe light. The alarm is automatically silenced 
after 15-20 minutes. The internal siren and strobe device is most effective when 
installed in the back office of 24-hour sites, where site staff can be quickly alerted to 
any issues. The external device, which has the higher sound output, is best suited to 
forecourts which are closed at night. Should the device be triggered, the site’s area 
manager will also be notified via a phone call.
Upon installation, Fairbanks will provide advice on the correct procedure to follow, 
should your siren and strobe device be activated.

What are the triggers?

How can I schedule a siren and strobe installation?

How does a siren and stobe device work?

Identify significant night-time fuel losses

Identify instances of sudden fuel loss during working hours

Be alerted to sudden probe failure

Be alerted to probe malfunction

Night-time loss alarms

Sudden loss alarms

Probe-out alarms

Probe error alarms
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